Carminati Consulting Shortlisted for 2018 SaaS Awards
International Software Program Announces Finalists
Chicago, Illinois – August 2, 2018 – Carminati Consulting’s Immuware™ is a finalist in the 2018 SaaS
Awards Program in the category Best SaaS for Productivity.
Immuware™ has revolutionized the way healthcare organizations capture, track, record, and analyze
employee vaccinations and other critical health compliance data. The software streamlines and fully
automates the internal employee health and immunization compliance process, thereby improving the
way healthcare organizations communicate and engage with employees, contractors and volunteers
throughout annual employee health campaigns.
Empowered with up-to-date information at their fingertips and automated triggered alerts, Immuware™
enables employees to take ownership of their compliance obligations, and allows management to
quickly identify compliance bottlenecks and effect process improvements. Immuware™ also streamlines
the CDC’s National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) compliance process, by enabling the creation and
delivery of NHSN reports as standard functionality.
“SaaS competition in the global marketplace is incredibly tight; for Immuware™ to be shortlisted in the
Best SaaS for Productivity category is an incredible achievement for our team. We are very proud of the
Immuware™ solution, and the dramatic reduction in time and risk it is providing our clients as they
manage employee health initiatives and compliance”, stated Brittany Carminati, Principal of Carminati
Consulting.
SaaS Awards and Cloud Awards organizer Larry Johnson said: “In our third year promoting SaaS
exclusively alongside its sister awards program, the long-running Cloud Awards, we have seen a huge
variety of submissions from the US joining those from Canada, Europe, Australia and the East – from
organizations whose turnovers rank the highest in the world, to innovative not-for-profits seeking to
provide essential productivity tools to their users.
“All entrants demonstrated considerable commitment to innovation in software solutions, and to make
the shortlist itself is a huge achievement. With such a concentrated level of success in the shortlist, our
judges have a significant task ahead of them to arrive at our final award winners.”
Final SaaS Awards winners will be announced on Tuesday August 28, 2018 and the program will return
in Spring 2019. Over 300 organizations entered, with international entries coming from North America,
Canada, Australia, UK, Europe and the Middle East. To view the full shortlist, please visit:
https://www.cloud-awards.com/2018-saas-shortlist/
To learn more about Immuware™, visit www.immuware.com or contact Carminati Consulting at
info@carminaticonsulting.com.

